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There's nowhere in the Bible that suggests oral sex is a sin within marriage. In fact, The Song of Solomon (or Song of Songs) in
the Bible has what many Biblical scholars agree are poetic references to oral sex. That book is so “steamy” that it was illegal to
read it in public in many countries for centuries.. Do you believe that oral sex is ok inside of marriage? Or is just the basic
intercourse way the only acceptable way within marriage?. Non-married couples are not to practice premarital sex. The Bible
never indicates exactly what a husband and wife are allowed to do in their sexual relationship.. Is oral sex (cunnilingus, fellatio,
69) okay in marriage? ... One must be careful to not conclude that there are specific biblical passages that describe oral
sexual .... For the Christian oral sex CAN BE part of a loving sexuality within marriage. The KEY is understanding the moral
guidelines of Christian sex.. Is oral sex a sin if done within a marriage? Many, perhaps most, Christian married couples have had
this .... As married couples, we should be the most open with one another. MICHAEL: But I just have to hear it from a female.
Do you think oral sex is .... Oral and Anal Sex: Biblical Guidelines for Intimacy in Marriage. How can I tell what's appropriate
in my sexual relationship with my spouse? Are oral and anal .... Many Christian marriages are breaking up, as if their unity in
Christ was no more binding than the attachments of a secular marriage. Moreover, many Christian .... I have never been totally
comfortable giving oral sex. To be honest, I have always felt dirty doing it. My husband loves it and asks this of me .... Is oral
sex in Christian marriage a sin? If it is not a sin is it optional or is it a requirement for Christian husbands and wives in
marriage?. What about oral sex before marriage? Oral sex can be a beautiful and pleasurable way to bring more intimacy,
pleasure, and connection within .... Many Christians have emailed me asking me if oral sex in marriage is a sin or not. I have
listened to a pastor preached on a topic that .... On the marriage bed, the married man and woman are free to give and receive
sexual pleasure and be themselves without fear. And because .... As a biblical counselor who often talks with couples who are
preparing for marriage, have just been married, or are struggling in marriage, oral .... ... question of oral sex. The question is
always the same: Pastor John, is this practice permissible in a Christian marriage, or is it always sinful?. Our question is in the
area of oral sex. Is it scripturally wrong for married couples?” No where does the Bible forbid it or discuss it. There is no
biblical evidence .... Sixth, all Christians are to live together in a spirit of humility, practicing servanthood – not seeking our own
interests, but the interests of others ( .... “Oral sex is something I did before I was married, and now I feel guilty doing it.” “It
just grosses me out.” “I don't think it's a Christian thing to do.”.. According to most modern biblical scholars, the Song of Songs
is about the sexual love between a married couple. In this Old Testament book, ... 582e76c82c 
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